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LODEWIJK TOEPUT
Allegory of abundance



LODEWIJK TOEPUT called POZZOSERRATO 
(1550 - 1630 ca.)

Allegory of abundance
Oil on canvas, cm. 120x190
 
The scene, which develops on three prospective plans, is rich and full of 
characters.
In the foreground, an elegantly dressed young woman is sitting in the 
centre of the composition. All around her there is a large number of 
fruit-bearing baskets and punnets. A child and a servant give her more 
gifts. The scene is completed by an elegant flower pot placed on the table 
behind the child. In the background, a group of laborers work hard to 
collect the fruits of the earth, while some peasants end up harvesting 
the wheat on the right side. Above them there is an elegant loggia, 
supported by caryatids surrounded by ivy, where some of the figures, 
dressed in Venetian style, are pleasantly conversing. Finally, on the left 
side is depicted a large dwelling, probably a Palladian inspired villa that 
gives a further Venetian breath to the whole composition.

Of the Flemish painter Ludovico Toeput, known internationally as 
Pozzoserrato, is known that, in the second half of the XVI century, 
settled in the Republic of Venice in search of fortune. Working, perhaps, 
in Tintoretto’s shop, he became acquainted with the use of colour and 
the chromatic characteristics of the Venetian way, a lesson he brought 
with him for the rest of his life and that he was able to combine with the 
“scientific” meticulous care of details, typical of northern painters. In 
the work proposed here, it is very likely that the author was inspired by 
the paintings of Vincenzo Campi, a great Cremona master who became 
famous for the typical market scenes.

The paintings of Pozzoserrato are especially famous for landscape views, 
where the figures are embedded in environments such as elegant Italian 
mansions and gardens. The cycle of canvases kept at Monte di Pietà in 
Treviso are an excellent example of this: similar to the work described 
here due to the large amount of details and their definition, which gives 
a great immersive charm to composition.

The work is available for export.


